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The main result reads: if a nonsingular matrix A of order n = pq is a tensor-product
binomial with two factors then the tensor rank of A−1 is bounded from above bymin{p, q}.
The estimate is sharp, and in the worst case it amounts to
√
n.
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1. Introduction
Tensor decompositions are becoming a subject accumulating research interests in several important fields. Among them
one shouldmention complexity theory for polynomial andmatrix computations [1,2], data analysis supported by theKruskal
uniqueness property and Tucker reduction [3,2] and numerous multidimensional applications (see [4]).
Despite an ever-increasing interest and several significant results (for some bibliography see [3,5,2,6,4]), many natural
questions about seemingly ‘‘simple’’ cases are still not answered. In this paper we present some nontrivial tensor rank
estimates for the inverse matrices.
Consider a matrix A of order n = pq and its tensor-product decomposition
A =
r∑
s=1
Us ⊗ Vs (1)
with minimal possible number of terms. In this case we call r a tensor rank of A, and write
r = tRank(A).
Matrices Us and Vs are of order p and q, respectively, and U ⊗ V means the Kronecker (tensor) product of matrices U and V .
By definition, ifU = [uij] is of order p and V = [vkl] is of order q, thenU⊗V is amatrix of order n = pqwith the following
block structure:
U ⊗ V =
[u11V . . . u1pV
. . . . . . . . .
up1V . . . uppV
]
.
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Of course, the tensor rank of A is calculated for some fixed p and qwhose product is the order of A, so maybe a better way of
notation would be
tRank(A) = tRankp,q(A),
but here we still skip p and q for the sake of brevity.
It is obvious that a pair of indices (i, k) with 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ q naturally points to a row in A (and in U ⊗ V ), and
similarly, another pair (j, l) indicates a column in A. It follows that
(A)(i,k),(j,l) =
r∑
s=1
(Us)ij(Vs)kl. (2)
This suggests reshaping A into a matrix
B = reshape(A)
in the following way:
(B)(i,j),(l,l) = (A)(i,k),(j,l), (3)
the sizes of A and B being (pq) × (pq) and p2 × q2, respectively. Then, Eqs. (2) and (3) show that B is the sum of r column-
by-row matrices. Consequently (see [7]),
tRank(A) = rank(B). (4)
We are interested in sharp estimates for the tensor rank of A−1, provided that A is nonsingular. A trivial bound emanating
from (4) reads
tRank(A−1) ≤ n,
and does not reveal any dependence on r , or on p and q. The results presented below assume that the entries of all matrices
are complex numbers or belong to a subfield of complex numbers;whether they are valid for finite fields is an open question.
2. Main result
Let n = pq; the tensor decompositions are considered for fixed p and q. Assume that A = U ⊗ V is nonsingular. Then
both U and V are nonsingular and, as is easy to check,
(U ⊗ V )−1 = U−1 ⊗ V−1.
Therefore, if tRank(A) = 1, then tRank(A−1) = 1.
All the cases with tRank(A) ≥ 2 are significantly more intricate.
Theorem 2.1. Let a matrix A of order n = pq be nonsingular, and assume that
tRank(A) = 2.
Then
tRank(A−1) ≤ min{p, q}.
Proof. Under the premises of the theorem we can write
A = U1 ⊗ V1 + U2 ⊗ V2.
Let us assume first that all the matrices U1, V1, U2, V2 are nonsingular. Moreover, assume that all the eigenvalues of U1U−12
and V2V−11 are simple. Then both matrices can be diagonalized by similarity transformations:
U1U−12 = XΛX−1, Λ = diag{λ1, . . . , λp},
V2V−11 = YMY−1, M = diag{µ1, . . . , µq}.
Hence,
A (U−12 ⊗ V−11 ) = (X ⊗ Y ) Z (X−1 ⊗ Y−1),
where
Z = Λ⊗ I + I ⊗M.
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In these circumstances, it is easy to deduce that
tRank(A−1) = tRank(Z−1) = rank(reshape(Z−1)).
To better understand the structure of reshape(Z−1), take p = 2 and q = 3. Then
Z−1 =

(λ1 + µ1)−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 (λ1 + µ2)−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 (λ1 + µ3)−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 (λ2 + µ1)−1 0 0
0 0 0 0 (λ2 + µ2)−1 0
0 0 0 0 0 (λ2 + µ3)−1
 ,
reshape(Z−1) =
(λ1 + µ1)
−1 0 0 0 (λ1 + µ2)−1 0 0 0 (λ1 + µ3)−1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(λ2 + µ1)−1 0 0 0 (λ2 + µ2)−1 0 0 0 (λ2 + µ3)−1
 .
Evidently, in this case,
rank
(
reshape(Z−1)
) = 2 = min{p, q}.
However, for arbitrary values of p and q, the reshaped inverse to Z has a similar structure: all the entries are equal to zero
except those forming a p× q submatrix H of the form
H =
(λ1 + µ1)−1 . . . (λ1 + µq)−1. . . . . . . . .
(λp + µ1)−1 . . . (λp + µq)−1
 . (5)
Thus, we obtain
tRank(A−1) ≤ min{p, q}
under certain restrictions imposed on U1, V1, U2, V2.
If these restrictions are not fulfilled, then, given an arbitrary ε > 0, we can approximate the factors by matrices U1(ε),
V1(ε), U2(ε), V2(ε) so that they satisfy the restrictions and lie in the ε-vicinity of the corresponding factors (say, in the
spectral norm). Thus,
A ≈ A(ε) = U1(ε)⊗ V1(ε)+ U2(ε)⊗ V2(ε),
and for all sufficiently small ε > 0 we have
tRank(Z−1(ε)) = rankH(ε) ≤ min{p, q}.
It is well known that the limit matrix for a sequence of matrices whose rank does not exceed some bound cannot have rank
greater than this bound. Hence,
rankH ≤ min{p, q}.
So we complete the proof by transition to the limit with ε→ 0. 
Corollary 2.1. Let A be a matrix of order n = pq and tRank(A) = 2. If A is nonsingular, then
tRank(A−1) ≤ √n.
Our proof highlights that the estimate of Theorem2.1 is sharp. Indeed, any square submatrix inH is nonsingular. It follows
that
rankH = min{p, q},
so we have
tRank(A−1) = min{p, q}
so long as the above restrictions on the factors hold true.
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3. An extension to more factors
Assume that n = p1 . . . pm, and consider a tensor-product binomial withm factors (m-adic case),
A = B1 ⊗ B2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Bm + C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cm,
where Bs and Cs are of order ps, 1 ≤ s ≤ m. As previously, the minimal number of m-factor tensor-product binomials in
representations of a matrix is called a tensor rank or, to stress the number of factors, an m-adic tensor rank of this matrix.
We will use the same notation, tRank(A).
If tRank(A) = 2, then Theorem 2.1 suggests a sharp estimate on tRank(A−1) in the case m = 2. By similar means, we
can try to produce an estimate for m > 2. As before, assume additionally that matrices Bs, Cs and BsC−1s have only simple
eigenvalues. Denote byDs the diagonal eigenvaluematrix obtained from BsC−1s by the similarity transformation. As is readily
seen,
tRank(A−1) = tRank((I + D1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Dm)−1).
The diagonal matrix in the right-hand side can be viewed as an m-dimensional array (tensor) with mode sizes p1, . . . , pm.
The tensor rank of such an array cannot exceed the minimum among p1 . . . pm/ps (see [2]). Since it is equal to tRank(A−1),
we have established the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let tensor ranks be defined for tensor-product representations with m factors of orders p1, . . . , pm, and assume
that A is a nonsingular matrix of order n = p1 . . . pm and tRank(A) = 2. Then, for any ε > 0, there exists a nonsingular matrix
Aε with the following properties:
‖A− Aε‖2 ≤ ε,
tRank(Aε) = 2,
tRank(A−1ε ) ≤ min1≤s≤m n/ps.
In all cases
tRank(A−1ε ) ≤ n(m−1)/m.
It is well known that them-adic case withm ≥ 3 is essentially different from the casem = 2 [3,2,6]. For example, when
m ≥ 3 then a convergent sequence of matrices, each of tensor rank r , may have a limit matrix whose tensor rank is greater
than r . As a corollary, in the case m ≥ 3, when pursuing the same scheme of proof as for m = 2, we are generally not
allowed to perform a transition to the limit.
4. Discussion
We should emphasize that the estimate
tRank(A−1) ≤ n(m−1)/m (6)
is valid in the casem = 2 and still under question for arbitrary nonsingularm-adic binomials withm ≥ 3. In the latter case,
we maintain the same estimate only under some additional assumptions (which are fulfilled, anyway, with probability 1)
or only for some approximations to the original matrix.
A principal observation is that the trivial upper bound tRank(A−1) ≤ n is never reached, at least in the casem = 2. Some
questions, naturally in addition to the considered ones, seem to be open. For instance, we are not aware of any nontrivial
estimate on the rank of the inverse to a matrix of the form
A = U1 ⊗ V1 + U2 ⊗ V2 + U3 ⊗ V3.
In a certain respect, our estimates may look quite pessimistic even in the case m = 2: with O(n) parameters entirely
defining A we need O(n3/2) parameters in a tensor representation of A−1. A major remark on this account is that tensor
approximations to A−1 may exist involving much fewer parameters: for many interesting classes of matrices the number
of the ε-approximation parameters turns out to behave as O(n logα n logβ ε−1) with some positive constants α and β
[8,9]. Some refined estimates are available for more special and practically important cases [10]. Moreover, various classes
of structured matrices can benefit from a complementary tensor structure: a good justifying example is recently given by
two-level Toeplitz matrices [11–13].
The same type of remark concerns the Hilbert matrices H of the form (5) that appeared in our proof of Theorem 2.1. Let
p = q and 0 < δ ≤ λi, µj ≤ 1. In this case H can be approximated by a matrix of rank r = r(ε, δ)with entry-wise accuracy
ε > 0 so that
r = O(log ε−1 log δ−1),
and this estimate on r is asymptotically sharp [14].
Approximations of low tensor rank provide a ‘‘breaking complexity’’ tool. In applications, we are especially interested in
rank estimates for some approximations rather than for the exact data. This makes the difference between the casesm = 2
andm ≥ 3 less important, at least from the practical point of view.
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